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are extracted from activities performed by users working
in isolation. Then, details of changes could be filtered according to user preferences in order to preserve their privacy. The information is sent within the group for computing
awareness information that is then displayed to users. Depending on details of filtered changes, users will be more or
less aware of concurrent changes, and in this way, prevented
from performing blind modifications in the document. For
example, if a user chooses a low privacy level, all details of
his modifications are sent to other users. Therefore, these
concurrent modifications can be precisely localised and displayed to other users. Consequently, these users are aware of
others’ modifications and can avoid working in concurrently
modified areas of the document. On the contrary, if a user
chooses a high privacy level for his modifications, the only
provided information is the name of the document currently
modified by that user. In this paper we present the main
concepts of our approach and use some mockups to give an
idea of the visualisation interface of a system based on our
approach.

ABSTRACT

Existing collaborative environments such as Wiki or version
control systems allow users to work in isolation, but they
do not prevent blind modifications. For instance, users may
concurrently perform the same task or they might work on
obsolete versions of shared documents. We propose a novel
writing mode for avoiding blind modifications by providing
real-time information about group activities. Changes performed concurrently are filtered according to user privacy
preferences and depicted in their local documents.
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Our paper is organized as follows. We start by motivating our approach and illustrating problems regarding blind
modifications while working in isolation. We then describe
our approach that addresses the issues of blind modifications during collaborative work by introducing the concept
of ghost operations. We continue by revisiting our motivating example to show how blind modifications could be
prevented. Next we compare our approach with related approaches. We end the paper with some concluding remarks
and directions of future work.

INTRODUCTION

Collaborative writing is becoming increasingly common, often compulsory in academic and corporate work. The collaboration can be on real-time in the case that members work
closely together and give immediate feedback to changes of
other users or asynchronously when users work separately
without quickly reacting to group contributions.
In asynchronous collaboration users perform changes in isolation and publish these changes at a later time. Working in
isolation may generate blind modifications. Users perform
blind modifications when they modify a document without
being aware of concurrent changes. Blind modifications can
lead to useless or redundant work. For example, useless
work can occur if a user updates a section of a document
while another user concurrently deletes this section. Two
users perform redundant work if they concurrently perform
an identical task.

MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this section we are going to present collaborative scenarios illustrating some of the problems regarding blind modifications while working in isolation.
Consider a scenario involving three software engineers collaborating on the source code of the same project as summarised in the table 1. Although at the beginning they divide
their work according to predefined tasks, their modifications
will overlap later on during their isolated work since their
tasks involve some common classes.

In this paper, we propose a new interaction work mode for
avoiding blind modifications while allowing users to work
asynchronously in isolation. This mode provides information in real-time about group members activities. Changes

In step 1 of the scenario, the first developer decides to remove the method isReal() from the class Integer illustrated
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Step
1
2
3

Actions of developer 1
op1 : removes method isReal() from
class Integer
C OMMIT

4
5
6
7

Actions of developer 2
op2 : updates method isReal() from
class Integer

Actions of developer 3
op3 : creates test class IntegerTest to
check methods of class Integer

U PDATE
(a conflict is detected between operations op1 and op2 )
solves conflict between op1 and op2 by
re-inserting new method isReal()
C OMMIT

U PDATE
(the test class IntegerTest does not
compile)
removes test for method isReal() as this
method was removed
U PDATE & C OMMIT
(no test for the method isReal())

U PDATE

U PDATE
Table 1. Summary of scenario

in figure 1. Concurrently, the second user updates the method
isReal() from class Integer such that it returns false instead
of real. The third user tests the class Integer by creating the
test class IntegerTest. One of the added methods in that
class is the test method for isReal(). Steps 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and
7 describe the sequence of actions performed by each user.

PREVENTING BLIND MODIFICATIONS BY MEANS OF GHOST
OPERATIONS

In this section, we present our approach for preventing blind
modifications in asynchronous collaborative writing that might
occur while working in isolation.
We consider an asynchronous collaborative editing system
as being composed of n user sites and a server acting as a
central repository. Each user associated with a site works
on his copy of shared documents. A user can perform the
following actions:
• modifies a document by generating operations that are immediately applied on his local copy,
• makes available his local changes to other users by committing his local operations to the repository. The user
is not allowed to commit his local operations if his local
copy is not up-to-date, i.e. if some non-integrated remote
operations are available on the repository.
• updates his local copy of a document by integrating remote operations from the repository.
Operations can model any changes targeting a document such
as insertion, deletion and update of lines in that document
or concerning a document file system such as moving a file
from a directory to another one.

Figure 1. Initial document state

An operation is composed by a type and a list of parameters
operation=<type,(parameter)*>. The type of an operation
can be INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE, MOVE, etc. Each parameter is a tuple composed by the name of the parameter,
its type and its value.

Due to blind modifications performed by users while working in isolation, the following undesired situations of useless
and redundant work occurred:
• User 1 deleted the method isReal() which was finally reinserted by user 2. His work was useless and produced
side-effects for the tasks of other users.

For instance, an operation of insertion of line 4 with the content “Preventing blind modifications” inside the document
file.txt generated by User2 will have the form: op2 =<insert,
[(initiator,integer,2), (file,string,“file.txt”),(line,integer,4),
(content, string,“Preventing blind modifications”)]>.

• User 2 modified the method isReal() but due to its removal by user 1 he needed to re-perform his initial change.
• User 3 wrote the test for method isReal() and was obliged
to remove it. Therefore, he performed “useless” work and
finally he did not realise that his task is incompleted.

For the sake of simplicity, throughout this paper we denote
operations by specifying their type, target and content ignoring other parameters. For instance, the operation op=insert(
file.txt,4,“Preventing blind modifications”) denotes the insertion of line 4 into the file called file.txt, the content of the
inserted text being “Preventing blind modifications”.

Therefore, we see the need of a notification mechanism that
informs in real-time users about concurrent activities performed in isolation.
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overlay model that is presented to users over their document
view. Even if all the parameters of the real operation were
filtered in the ghost operations, it is possible to count the
number of concurrent operations performed by group members. On the contrary, if the form of ghost operation equals
the real operation, i.e. no information is filtered, future committed changes and their consequences can be predicted and
previewed in real-time.

Under the assumption that a user is continuously connected,
it is possible that she receives in real-time non-committed
parallel modifications in order to annotate his local copy of
the document. This presumes that users agree to send in realtime their local non-committed operations. Unfortunately,
this assumption might violate user privacy as users may not
agree to send draft changes of their work.
There is a trade-off between privacy and the usefulness of
awareness: if users agree to have less privacy, other group
members are provided with rich awareness. We provide a
filtering mechanism that deals with this trade-off. We filter non-committed local operations before sending them to
other users by masking some operation parameters. We call
these operations ghost operations.

REVISITING MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this section we revisit the motivating example by showing
how blind modifications can be prevented by applying our
approach.
Consider that the three developers have performed their actions described in step 1 of table 1. The first user removes
method isReal() by generating the operation op1 =delete(
User1 ,Integer.java,15-18). This operation removes the lines
15 to 18 describing the definition of the method isReal()
from the file Integer.java. The second user modifies method
isReal() by updating the content of the line 16 with the content return false;. Therefore, operation op2 =update(User2 ,
Integer.java,16,“return false;”) is generated. The third user
creates the file IntegerTest.java and inserts the test methods for the class Integer. For the sake of simplicity, we do
not define the form of the generated operations. In the what
follows, these operations will be referred as operation op3 .

A ghost operation is the result operation obtained by filtering
an original operation according to user privacy preferences
g(operation) =< f ilter(type), (f ilter(parameter))∗ >.
In the rest of the paper, in order to distinguish between original form and ghost form of an operation, we will refer to
them as real operation and ghost operation respectively.
The type of a real operation might be masked in the corresponding ghost operation. The list of parameters of a real
operation might be masked in the corresponding ghost operation. The ghost operation might not contain a parameter
belonging to the real operation, it might contain it in the original form or it might filter it. A filtered parameter is formed
by the filtered name, the filtered type and the filtered value
of the original parameter.

Further, suppose that users decide to send ghost operations
describing their activity while working in isolation. The
first user decides to apply the privacy policy allowing to
send the full content of his modifications as ghost operations. Therefore, he sends the following ghost operation:
g(op1 )=delete(User1 ,Integer.java,15-18). In order to make
other users aware about his modification, the second user decides to apply the privacy policy that hides the content of his
changes but shares their location. Therefore, the form of the
generated ghost operation is g(op2 )= update(User2 ,Integer.
java,16) signifying that line 16 is under modification. The
third user performing testing decides not to send any ghost
operations regarding the changes he performs by applying
the strongest privacy policy. The real and their corresponding ghost operations are summarised in table 2.

For instance, for the original operation of insertion of line 4
with the content “Preventing blind modifications” inside the
document file.txt generated by User2 op2 =<insert, [(initiator,integer,2),(file,string,“file.txt”),(line,integer,4),(content,
string,“Preventing blind modifications”)]>, the following
ghost operations might be generated:
• g(op2 )=<insert, [(initiator,integer,2), (file,string,“file.txt”
),(line,integer,4),(contentSize, integer, 30)]>. In this case
the ghost operation masks the content of the inserted line,
by specifying the file name and the line where the insertion takes place as well as the size of the inserted content.
• g(op2 )=<edit, [(file,string,“file.txt”),(line,integer,4)]>. In
this case the ghost operation masks the identity of the user
that generated the operation, the type of the operation and
the content of the inserted line. It just indicates that a
modification has been performed by a certain user in the
document file.txt at line 4.

In the following we show how ghost operations can make
users aware about concurrent changes and avoid undesired
situations. Let us analyse what happens at the site of the first
user who deletes the method isReal(). After the reception of
the ghost operation sent by the second user g(op2 ), awareness information concerning activity of the second user can
be presented as depicted in the figure 2. Since the ghost operation g(op2 ) contains information about the target file, it
is possible to indicate by means of a marker that the class
Integer is concurrently modified as shown on the top left
hand side window of the interface. In the right hand side
window an annotation marker will indicate that a line was
concurrently modified by another user. The position of the
modified line is computed by using the line number indicated
by the ghost operation.

In the rest of the paper we are going to use a simplified form
for representing ghost operations in the same way we represent real operations.
Ghost operations are not designed to be integrated in the local copy of the document, but rather “to annotate” the document. Depending on the carried data, various annotation
forms can be computed. If the carried data are sufficient
for locating the concurrent changes, annotations can form an
3

Generated operations
op1 =delete(User1 ,Integer.java,15-18)
op2 =update(User2 ,Integer.java,16,“return false;”)
op3

Privacy filter
do not filter
filter content
do not send ghost

Shared ghost operations
g(op1 )=delete(User1 ,Integer.java,15-18)
g(op2 )=update(User2 ,Integer.java,16,-)
-

Table 2. Summary of operations.

An annotation can be associated with a marker in order to
provide additional information regarding concurrent changes.
Assume the editor is capable of finding the methods associated with a certain line range. In this way, the user can be
informed that there is a conflict between his local change
and the remote ones. For instance, the associated annotation
in figure 2 informs the user that the method isReal() locally
deleted was modified by another user. In this manner, the
user can decide to contact the other user or not to delete the
method.

Figure 3. Interface at the second site after integration of ghost operations

The undesired situations produced by blind modifications illustrated in our motivating example do not occur:
• User 1 will not validate his removal of the method isReal() as he is informed that another user is currently
modifying it.
• User 2 will notice that another user wants to remove the
method he is currently modifying . He can initiate a communication with that user.

Figure 2. Interface at the first site after integration of ghost operations

• User 3 is informed that the class Integer is currently modified by two users and therefore decide to postpone testing
this class at a later time.

Let us analyse what happens at the site of the second user.
After modifying the method isReal(), the ghost operation
of the first user arrives at the site and awareness information
will be displayed as shown in Figure 3. In the right hand side
window the user will be notified that the method isReal()
is deleted by annotating the lines composing this method.
The left hand side windows displaying the class hierarchy
and the methods belonging to class Integer will highlight
the fact that class Integer was concurrently modified and
method isReal() was deleted.

As shown in this section, undesired effects of isolated work
such as useless or redundant work can be avoided by providing awareness information in real-time.
RELATED WORK

Many approaches in the literature were dedicated to providing various awareness mechanisms while working in a collaborative environment. But most of these awareness approaches were developed for the communication on realtime in order to help users to coordinate their group work.
For instance, multi-user scrollbars represent the relative location of each user in a large document by means of a coloured
bar layered beside the conventional scrollbar [2], telepointers indicate where users are pointing [13] and radar views [5]
display miniatures of user workspaces which might contain
user pointers. However, these approaches cannot be used for

At the site of the third user, after the ghost operations g(op2 )
and g(op1 ) arrive, awareness information regarding modification of class Integer is presented as shown in the top left
hand side window of the interface shown in the Figure 4. In
this way, the user could examine the concurrent modifications performed in class Integer and be presented with almost the same view as the second user. The third user could
also initiate a communication with the other users that performed concurrent changes.
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puted in real-time before changes are published. In this way
blind modifications might be prevented.
The State Treemap [7] is an awareness widget designed to
inform users about states of the shared documents. Different
states are defined for a document such as L OCALLY M OD IFIED , P OTENTIALLY C ONFLICT – when two copies of the
document are modified and none of the changes are published yet – or W ILL C ONFLICT – when a document copy is
modified locally and some changes on that document have
been committed. However, the granularity of the awareness
information is the document and therefore it is impossible to
locate concurrent modifications within the document. Moreover, no measure for the divergence between two copies is
provided.
Palantı̀r [10] provides awareness information about concurrent modifications performed in isolation in the context of
configuration management systems. It is based on the same
principle as State Treemap, the main difference being that
a severity information that computes the amount of changes
performed among documents was added. Unfortunately, the
granularity of provided information is still the document.
Moreover, the severity metrics does not provide enough information to infer changes that could cause potential conflicts at the merging phase.

Figure 4. Interface at the third site after integration of ghost operations

avoiding blind modifications in asynchronous communication.
Few awareness mechanisms were proposed for the asynchronous mode. In the field of configuration management systems, the oldest mechanism for avoiding blind modifications
is the CVS watches [3]. Watches allow developers to specify
the artifacts they want to monitor. A developer can announce
his intent of modification of an artifact by invoking a certain
command. This command triggers notifications by means of
emails to developers that registered for the change of those
artifacts. However, this approach offers limited awareness
information by means of emails and does not provide a presentation mechanism.

Concerning quantitative measurement of divergence between
document copies, the approach proposed in [8] provides divergence metrics. Contrary to Palantı̀r and State Treemap
approaches, metrics are computed using operations modeling concurrent changes and not regarding events triggered
by document state transitions. Merging of these concurrent
operations is simulated in real-time on each site making possible the computation of various metrics. For instance, it is
possible to compute the amount of changes performed on
each document as in Palantı̀r, but also an amount of conflicting/overlapping changes. However this approach provides
only metrics for each shared document but does not localise
changes within documents.

Most awareness approaches for the asynchronous communication concentrated mainly on change awareness. These approaches highlight changes made by other participants over
time to an artifact such as a document or workspace. An initial framework on change awareness was proposed in [4] and
then refined in [12]. These approaches maintain a user aware
about changes that were performed and published while he
was working in isolation. They do not present changes that
are concurrently performed and not yet published and therefore, these approaches do not prevent blind modifications.

Our approach is localising exactly the changes in a document and additionally deals with ghost operations that maintain user privacy while providing group awareness. Our approach can be seen as a more general approach than Palantı̀r,
State Treemap and divergence metrics approaches in the sense
that it can simulate the functionality of these three approaches.
If ghost operations carry data about location of the targeted
artifacts, it is possible to compute the information requested
by State Treemap approach. If additionally the amount of
changes is included in ghost operations, then severity measure proposed in Palantı̀r can be included. Furthermore, if
ghost operations contain precise information about the location and size of changes within the documents, then the
divergence metrics proposed in [8] can be evaluated.

In [9] the authors proposed an editing profile that counts operations performed by users on different parts of the document, such as paragraphs, sentences and words in the case
of textual documents. The editing profile provides an awareness mechanism regarding the hot areas of the document
with the highest number of changes. Unfortunately, it is
computed only after users perform an update of their copy
of the document. Therefore this mechanism is dedicated for
change awareness and does not help avoiding blind modifications. The editing profiles proposed in [9] can be computed in our approach by using the committed operations.
Additionally, in our approach the same profile can be com-

The NICE [11] approach provides a notification mechanism
for both real-time and asynchronous collaboration. Various
notification policies can be defined such as system-triggered
(instant or scheduled) or user controlled. If appropriate set-
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a novel collaborative writing mode
for avoiding blind modifications that occur during isolated
work. We illustrated by means of scenarios the undesired
consequences of blind modifications such as redundant or
useless works. Based on the assumption that users are most
of the time connected including work in isolation, we proposed to exploit their connectivity by continuously providing them with awareness information about group activity.
We introduced the concept of ghost operations that carry information about performed operations while preserving user
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